1. All "NAVIGATION" LINES STRIPING WILL BE 4" WIDE AND BLUE IN COLOR.
2. "CENTRAL CONCRETE PLAZA" STRIPING WILL BE INTERRUPTED AS SHOWN.
3. SEE LETTERS FOR NAVIGATION LINES FOR PARKING LANE, THROUGH, BASKETBALL, TETHERBALL, TOSS N' SCORE, AND BASKETBALL.
4. PARKING PAINTED LINES WILL BE WHITE. HANDICAP SIGN WILL BE STANDARD BLUE.

NOTE: THIS ARC MUST ALIGN SUCH THAT THE EDGE OF THE BRICK PLAZA IS PRESENT AS PART OF THE ARC AS SHOWN.
NOTES:

1. SPECIES SUBSTITUTIONS WERE MADE FOR TREES; THEREFORE, SPECIES ARE ELIMINATED FROM THIS SHEET. SUBSTITUTIONS WERE MADE FOR MANY PERENNIALS DUE TO AVAILABILITY. IMPROVEMENTS AND VOLUNTEER NATURE OF PLANT INSTALLATION WORK, PLANTING PLAN SHOWN AS DESIGNED.

2. ALL TREES TO BE PLANTED A MINIMUM OF 1' FROM FACE OF BUILDING OR PAVEMENT, EXCEPT AS APPROVED BY LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT.

3. SOIL FINISH GRADES SHALL BE 6" MINIMUM BELOW ADJACENT PEAKS OR PEAKS.

4. SOIL FOR FIELD INSTALLED BY VOLUNTEERS. CONTRACTOR WILL HAVE IF BUFFER ZONE FROM EDGE OF ASPHALT AND 5' OFF OF SHADE STRUCTURE FOOTPRINT. CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBLE TO INFLICT THE SUPPER WITH SOD TYPE A KY. KENTUCKY BLUEGRASS PER SPECIFICATIONS. CONTRACTOR RESPONSIBLE FOR DAMAGE TO SOD OR IRREGULAR OUTSIDE THIS BUFFER ZONE.

5. TREE LISON DRAIN IRRIGATION ON LAWRENCES STREET WAS INSTALLED BY VOLUNTEERS OUTSIDE OF THE GENERAL CONTRACTORS SCOPE.
NOTES
1. 3/4" DRIP LINES ARE BURIED 6".
2. 1 GALLON PER HOUR (GPH) EMITTERS CONNECTED AT DRIP LINE WITH TUBING TO PLANT.
3. 2 EMITTER PER METER 2.5 EMITTERS PER TIE,
4. 40 GPH LEFT OUT OF A 600 GPH CAPACITY,
5. AS PER DRAWING RENDERED BY GENERAL CONTRACTORS IRRIGATION SUBCONTRACTOR GONDO CUTLERS (GREG) 605 GONDO,
6. GOLDEN, COLORADO, DRAFTED BY GPC.
7. TREE LAWN DRIP IRRIGATION ON LAWN is STREET was INSTALLED BY OMAR TRUJILLO OF THIS GENERAL CONTRACTORS AGENCY.
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